DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE 18 MAY 2020
Case No:

19/02108/FUL (FULL PLANNING APPLICATION)

Proposal:

PROPOSED ALPACA, LAMBING AND CATTLE
SHED

Location:

NEW MANOR FARM SAWTRY WAY
PE28 2DY

Applicant:

HOUGHTON HALL EQUESTRIAN & ALPACA
CENTRE (MR MICHAEL GEORGE)

Grid Ref:

528959 272738

WYTON

Date of Registration: 04.11.2019
Parish:

HOUGHTON AND WYTON

RECOMMENDATION - APPROVE
This application is referred to the Development Management
Committee (DMC) as Houghton and Wyton Parish Council's
recommendation of refusal is contrary to the officer
recommendation of approval.
The application report should be read in conjunction with the
report on application 19/02107/FUL for change of use of an area of
land previously used as paddocks to an outdoor storage area and
erection of 2.4m high screen fencing that is also on this agenda.
1.

DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND APPLICATION

1.1

The site is located in open countryside to the north of Houghton
village and to the west of St Ives town, situated to the south west
of Sawtry Way. The site relates to New Manor Farm, which has
been the subject of several recent applications for new buildings,
extensions and changes of use to improve the facilities on the
site.

1.2

Established in 2002, the Houghton Hall Equestrian and Alpaca
Centre enterprise covers approximately 57 hectares (ha) (140
acres), although all equine related activity at the wider site
ceased in 2018. Approximately 115 hectares of other land is
rented for grazing.

1.3

Planning permission is sought for an alpaca, lambing and cattle
shed

1.4

The proposed agricultural shed is to be located to the west of the
buildings relating to New Manor Farm, and to the south of the
indoor play area, an existing materials storage area and the main

complex of buildings on the site. The proposed building
measures 75m by 24m and has a pitched roof. The purpose of
the proposed agricultural shed is to provide secure weatherproof
accommodation for livestock in winter and for lambing in spring.
The shed will also provide indoor accommodation for breeding
and for animals in need of care. In addition, hay and straw would
be stored in the building.
1.5

A public footpath runs to the eastern boundary of the site.
Paddocks border the site to the south and to east is an existing
former stable block.

1.6

The site is currently accessed from a single point of entry on
Sawtry Way which was upgraded to allow safe access and
egress by HGVs. Livestock will be able to access the building
from the open fields to the south.

1.7

The site lies within flood zone 1 as identified on the Environment
Agency Flood Maps and Strategic Flood Risk Assessment.

1.8

The nearest residential properties are over 260m away to the
north and over 250m away to the south.

2.

NATIONAL GUIDANCE

2.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2019) sets out
the three economic, social and environmental objectives of the
planning system to contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development. The NPPF confirms that ‘So sustainable
development is pursued in a positive way, at the heart of the
Framework is a presumption in favour of sustainable
development. The NPPF sets out the Government's planning
policies for:
• delivering a sufficient supply of homes;
• achieving well-designed places;
• conserving and enhancing the natural environment;
• conserving and enhancing the historic environment.

2.2

Planning Practice Guide is also relevant and a material planning
consideration.

2.3

The National Design Guide is also relevant and a material
consideration.

For full details visit the government website National Guidance
3.

PLANNING POLICIES

3.1

Huntingdonshire's Local Plan to 2036 (Adopted 15th May 2019)
• LP2: Strategy for Development
• LP4: Contributing to Infrastructure Delivery

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LP10: The Countryside
LP11: Design Context
LP12: Design Implementation
LP14: Amenity
LP15: Surface Water
LP16: Sustainable Travel
LP17: Parking Provision and Vehicle Movement
LP19: Rural Economy
LP30: Biodiversity and Geodiversity
LP31: Trees, Woodland, Hedges and Hedgerows
LP33: Rural Buildings
LP37: Ground Contamination and Groundwater Pollution

3.2

Houghton & Wyton Neighbourhood Development Plan 2018 –
2036 (2018)
• HWNP1: Houghton and Wyton built-up area
• HWNP6: Retaining and enhancing biodiversity
• HWNP7: Protection of best and most versatile agricultural
land
• HWNP15: Provision for the needs of new or expanded
businesses
• HWNP17: Design of new development

3.3

Supplementary Planning Guidance
• Huntingdonshire Design Guide (2017)
• Developer Contributions SPD (2011)
• Huntingdonshire Townscape and Landscape Assessment
SPD (2007)
• Cambridgeshire Flood and Water SPD (2017)
• HDC Annual Monitoring Report (2019)
• Huntingdonshire Tree Guidance Note 3
• Annual Monitoring Report – Part 1 (Housing) 2018/2019
(October 2019)
• Annual Monitoring Report – Part 2 (Non-Housing)
2018/2019 (December 2019)
• ECAP CCC Waste Management Design Guide (CCC
SPD) 2012

Local For full details visit the government website Local policies
4.

PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

18/01742/FUL - Proposed construction of a storage building.
APPROVED – June 2019

4.2

18/00200/CLPD - Use of existing building previously used as an
indoor arena associated with the Equestrian and Alpaca Centre
as a children's indoor play area. GRANTED – April 2018

4.3

18/00119/FUL - Change of use of an existing outdoor
practice/event arena to a building material and small plant
storage area. APPROVED – JUNE 2018

4.4

17/01791/FUL - Change of use of an existing stable block to a
small tool and machinery storage and maintenance area (use
class B2) including installation of one roller door. APPROVED –
December 2017

4.5

There is a considerable planning history on the wider site but this
is not considered relevant to the consideration of this current
application.

5.

CONSULTATIONS

5.1

Houghton & Wyton Parish Council (H&WPC) – Recommend
refusal and make the following detailed comments (COPY
ATTACHED):
1. Inconsistent and poor justification of need.
Despite stating that agricultural activities are still undertaken
within the complex, the planning history of the site shows how
the applicant has recently made the case for numerous changes
of use, away from rural enterprise/agricultural based activities
towards building supplies, plant vehicle and tool storage. This
latest application suggests that previous applications for change
of use were based on a false premise that the agricultural/rural
enterprise side of the business was in decline and lacking
viability.
In doing so the applicant has already persuaded the council to
allow good agricultural land and buildings to be converted away
from rural enterprise to mainly B2 storage, including erecting a
new building for this sole purpose.
Only as recently as 19th September 2019, the applicant was
granted permission to change the use of a perfectly serviceable
agricultural building located on the east side of Mere Way (and
connected through land ownership directly to the latest site in
question) into residential accommodation (planning ref:
19/01328/PMBPA).
The rationale given at the time for this change of use as set out
in the applicant's covering letter to the District Council dated 1st
July 2019 stated:
'The building in question is no longer required for agricultural
purposes and the applicant has recognised the opportunity to
convert an otherwise redundant building into residential dwelling
and garage. The applicant (who is the farm owner) has recently
reduced the intensity of the activities at Houghton Hall Alpacas
Ltd (including a vast reduction of the herd). Two agricultural
storage buildings are located to the north-west of this building as
well as a further unit to the north of the building in question which

will more than fulfil the herd management and storage
requirements for the farm complex’. (emphasis added).
Only a month later on we are told that the agricultural business is
now short of buildings which are 'essential to maintain the
agricultural aspect of Manor Farm ', hence prime agricultural land
(currently open grassland paddock) needs to be lost to build
another new building i.e. the alpaca, lambing and cattle shed and
to complete an about turn to expand this side of the business.
A similar application to construct a cattle shed was previously
submitted by the applicant on 6th June 2017 (17/01217/FUL)
but then quickly withdrawn following comments questioning
amongst other things, its size and why a so called redundant
existing building for which an application (17/01303/FUL) which
had been submitted just two weeks later on 21st June to convert
it to an industrial tool shed, was not been considered.
Both these applications were withdrawn and a single application
for conversion to a tool storage shed resubmitted (17/01791
/FUL) and approved in December 2017, the applicant arguing
that without change of use the building would otherwise be
redundant, as the rural enterprise was no longer viable.
It is therefore particularly disappointing to now see the
resubmission of this previous 2017 application for a new building
and especially now that the existing buildings that could have
been used have now received change of use.
The planning system was not designed to be taken advantage of
in this way.
2. Risk and consequences of future failure
To have one building fail in its original purpose and therefore
require change of use might be considered unfortunate, but in
the last 2 years, this farm has applied for and had approved 5
buildings/pieces of land to be changed from their original
purpose and away from rural enterprise, with a 6th change of use
of land previously used as paddocks in association with
agricultural activities in the complex, to an outdoor storage area
(19/02107/FUL), currently awaiting approval.
Hence given this trend, were the District Council to now approve
a new building for agricultural use following an apparent about
turn, it must carry a higher than normal level of risk.
Section 20 of the Design & Access Statement underlines this
concern and possibly points to the future where such a situation
may arise. 'The development will support existing consented
activities and possible future proposals in relation to
diversification, making use of land, which could have otherwise

been made redundant, in a more sustainable and beneficial
manner' (emphasis added).
The plural of consented activities brings into consideration B2
Industrial Storage and looking to the future as this paragraph
suggests is the likelihood that this building too will require
change of use from agricultural one day so on.
However, the numerous change of use approvals has already
challenged the rural nature of the area and putting in danger the
risk of creating an unintended / unplanned new industrial zone
which is against both newly adopted Local and Neighbourhood
Plan policies.
This is a fact not lost by the applicant themselves who states in
the Design & access statement that this 'proposal is considered
to be essential development to maintain the agricultural aspect of
New Manor Farm' (emphasis added).
It seems that even the applicant can see that the agricultural and
rural aspect of the area is in danger of being lost through the
industrialisation from over development of storage and nonagricultural activities.
3. Expansion of the built area of the site, massing of
development and breaking of the building line.
The scale of this new building adds to the inappropriate massing
and concentration of development occurring in this rural location.
The built-up area footprint would increase by some 1800sq.m,
extending outside the existing confines of the complex and
moving the building line outwards behind what is already
becoming a deep, sprawling area of developed land running
parallel to Sawtry Way.
Section 10.6 of the Houghton & Wyton Neighbourhood Plan
2018 (HWNP) details a specific caveat to policy HWNP 15
Provision of the needs for expanded businesses specifically
warning against sanctioning proposals that would lead to
sprawling development along the B1090 Sawtry Way.
4. Views from houses to the south of the site
The Houghton & Wyton Neighbourhood Plan describes a vision
for the village and sets objectives which make much of the
special landscape that surrounds the village and need to protect
it for residents and the important tourism that it helps generate.
The vision for Houghton and Wyton is as follows:
We are an active, thriving, dynamic and cohesive community;
proud to live in this special landscape which we are keen to
share with others.

HWNP 3.4 Protecting the landscape states that it is necessary to
protect our special landscape. As the landscape along the Ouse
Valley is what makes this such a special place to live and visit,
efforts should be made to enhance and protect the views, and to
improve and extend the existing habitats and biodiversity.
A stated objective HWNP Objective 2: is to protect and enhance
the views identified in the conservation review (2012) that
characterise the village.
The site overlooks what we believe to be the largest continuous
conservation area in Huntingdonshire, yet unfortunately the
existing buildings already present an imposing skyline before any
new, huge additional mass is added.
HWNPl7 states that new development will be supported where it
can demonstrate the following criteria are all met (emphasis
added).
It respects the character or appearance of the village and its
heritage assets including the Conservation area and the setting
of the Great Ouse Valley.
Views from the south from houses situated along the A1123 will
be compromised from such a large and imposing structure on the
skyline and from one which given its height and position will give
a perception of being much closer than the existing buildings.
Likewise, the site is very visible from the road leading through
the village climbing the hill through Hill Estate as it heads
towards the A1123. Looking north, the existing scale and
dominance of the building line on the horizon already looms, grey
like a prison. The enormity of the proposed new build would only
exacerbate this situation given it would be positioned on the
edge of the slope and closer to the village.
Hill Estate forms one of the important character areas of the
village which the Houghton & Wyton Neighbourhood Plan is
looking to protect.
Section 12 of the HWNP defines with these Character Areas and
12. 11 describes how development either within or outside of the
Character Area needs to be viewed and the need for a
development to have 'due regard' for the Character Area.
Policy HWNPl7 goes on to state that Where the development is
located at the edge of the settlement it takes account of, and
respects the character of, adjacent countryside by providing
landscaping and I or developing at a lower height as appropriate
to reflect its fringe location. (emphasis added).
We do not believe that the building as proposed correctly
addresses these requirements. For these reasons, we would not
like to see any further concentration of building on this site and

suggest that any new agricultural buildings are positioned away
from this area.
5. Building design and scale - unfit for purpose.
The Design and Access Statement accompanying the application
states that the new building would be 'a modest scale agricultural
building for alpaca, lambing and cattle.' and that purpose of the
building is to allow the applicant to 'winter their cattle in a
modern, controlled environment.'
The proposed shed is 8.5m tall and having a footprint of
1800sq.m, which will be far from modest. We are told that
aspects of the design will be 'similar to what are now building
supply, vehicle and tool storage buildings on site'.
Buildings suitable for storing building supplies, vehicles and tools
are not immediately what one might think of when considering
the design of a new build for overwintering animals.
We have concerns that the design of the proposed building does
not appear to take into consideration all of the health and welfare
needs of cattle as per guidance from Detra or respected bodies
such as the Agriculture & Horticulture Development Board
(AHDB).
There are many different building designs depending upon
whether the building is for beef cattle or rearing calves, or even
lambing, but in all cases guidance highlights the accommodation
must control three key environmental parameters:
• MOISTURE MANAGEMENT
• FRESH AIR
• AIR SPEED
The target for most cattle buildings is to ensure a design that
maximises ventilation potential on a still day, without exposing
the livestock to elevated air speed when the wind is b lo wing.
However, in this case the proposed building seems
unnecessarily tall and poorly ventilated.
Providing an external bund or windbreak via the block work plinth
particularly on the windward side is a good feature and will
reduce wind chill, however rising to 4m above ground, it is
considerably taller than the cattle themselves and is then topped
by 2.5m of profiled metal cladding to the eaves and a further 2m
of roof bringing the height of the building to 8.5m and increasing
its volume. Fresh air needs to pass through the building to
maintain a healthy environment.
Given we are told that the design is as per the existing storage
buildings, there appears to be no void spaces between the profile
cladding and so fresh air ventilation will be non-existent.

If voids were to be built into the design, perversely the very high
volume of this building would work against the health of the
animals since high internal air volume reduces the effectiveness
of ventilation in buildings. Low volume buildings actually produce
higher airflow rates at animal height and at low wind speeds than
higher volume buildings.
Were the building to be used for rearing calves or lambing as
suggested, then guidance suggests such a high-volume area
would not be recommended.
Fresh air is a primary requirement for maximising health and
productivity, and when designing a new building, or improving an
old one, there is an absolute requirement to calculate the area of
outlet required in a roof to allow heat, dusts, gases,
microorganisms and moisture from the livestock to escape by
natural convection.
The building will never provide the benefits of fresh air ventilation
unless there are holes in the roof and in this case the roof design
shows no cowling or exhaust vents for gas escape.
We believe this will have a very negative impact on air
temperature, air speed and moisture (increased build-up of
bacteria, virus survival, damp bedding etc.).
It may also have a potentially dangerous impact both human and
animal health when it comes to removing slurry from the area
and therefore be in breach of Welfare of Farmed Animals
(England) Regulations 2000 (S.I. 2000 No. 1870) Schedule 1,
paragraph 13, states that:
- air circulation, dust levels, temperature, relative humidity and
gas concentrations shall be kept within limits which are not
harmful to the animals.
S74. All new buildings should be designed with the animals’
comfort in mind, and with the aim of preventing respiratory
diseases. The buildings should provide enough ventilation
throughout the year for the type, size and number of stock to be
housed in them. Where appropriate, roofs should be insulated to
reduce solar penetration.
S75. Where the ventilation in existing buildings is not good
enough, you should adapt these buildings by improving air inlets
and outlets, or by using mechanical equipment (such as a fan.
S76. When you are removing slurry from under slats, you must
take special care to avoid fouling the air with dangerous gases
(such as methane), which can kill both humans and animals.
Ideally, slurry tanks should be emptied when the building is not in
use. Where it becomes necessary to remove slurry when cattle
are being housed, you should take all stock out of the building.
Buildings should be well ventilated during this procedure.

Big cows are heavy and hence floor surface and design are
critical.
The ability of the floor to cope with, contain and direct excess
liquids towards competent drainage is a key design feature.
However, there is no information supplies about whether the floor
surface will be rough, smooth or grooved finished or indeed
whether the floor may be slatted to remove the need for bedding
materials and to take away or tank the slurry.
Animals - especially beef cattle overwintering in a building will
produce a considerable amount of slurry waste.
No explanation has been provided of how this will be dealt with,
or any written confirmation that sufficient infrastructure capacity
exists as per HWNP 14 Flooding and Drainage.
Officer comment: Concerns relating to material planning
considerations are addressed within the proceeding sections of
this report.
5.2

Cambridgeshire County Council Highways (as Local Highways
Authority) – No objections.

5.3

Lead Local Flood Authority – Object as no drainage strategy has
been submitted. Paragraph 163 of the NPPF requires planning
applications to be supported by a site-specific flood risk
assessment. Such an assessment should include a surface
water strategy and must demonstrate that the proposed
development incorporates sustainable drainage systems (SuDS),
unless there is clear evidence that this would be inappropriate.
Officer comment: This is not correct. Paragraph 163 of the
NPPF states “when determining any planning applications, local
authorities should ensure that flood risk is not increased
elsewhere. Where appropriate, applications should be supported
by a site-specific flood risk assessment.” A footnote to this
second sentence states that a site-specific flood risk assessment
should be provided for all development within flood zones 2 and
3 and in flood zone 1 where any of the following criteria apply:
* The site is over 1 hectare
* It is on land identified by the Environment Agency as having
critical drainage problems
* It is on land identified in a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment as
being at increased flood risk in future; or
* It is on land that may be subject to other sources of flooding
where a more vulnerable use is being introduced.
None of these circumstances apply in this instance and therefore
a site-specific flood risk assessment is not required.
An
appropriately worded condition is proposed though to deal with
surface water drainage issues.

5.4

HDC Urban Design – No comments to make.

5.5

HDC Landscape - Others may comment on the principle of
development but the concerns of some who note the change in
incremental change in character of Sawtry Way are shared.
However, it is considered that it is unlikely that a refusal on
landscape and visual amenity grounds alone would be
successful. There is too much existing and consented
development in the immediate surroundings for the adverse
effects associated with this scheme to be assessed as
significant. The proposed building would be seen in the context
of [and behind] other adjacent buildings SW of Sawtry Way.
There would be adverse effects, but their level would be less
than high. However, the proposed building is less than 15m
south east of the public right of way (PROW) and the adverse
landscape and visual effects on users of the PROW would be
high. In order to mitigate these effects, the building should be
reduced in size to allow space to provide an effective structural
landscape planting immediately SE of the PROW and NW of the
proposed building.
There should also be planting on the NE boundary of the site to
partially screen the building from views in from the nearby Sawtry
Way and from other parts of the overall site, and equally
importantly this planting would generally help break up and
soften the bulk of existing buildings and the character of the
overall site. The proposed planting should be of native tree and
bush species – this would also help achieve a net gain in
biodiversity in line with NPPF para 170.
Officer comment: An appropriately worded condition is attached
to deal with landscaping. With regard to the size of the building it
is considered that the building would be seen in the context of
the other buildings on the site. It is an agricultural building and in
this countryside location would be seen as such. Agricultural
permitted development rights allow a building to be built that
could have a far greater impact on views from the PROW than
the building now proposed. It is therefore not considered
reasonable to seek to reduce the size of the building or to refuse
it on grounds of the effect on the PROW.

5.6

Wildlife Trust – As no ecological information has been provided
with the above application, I am unable to make detailed
comments on potential ecological impacts. It is unclear from the
information provided what the existing and proposed habitats
are. If there is to be a loss of grassland to bare ground or
hardstanding, there would be a loss in biodiversity, and
enhancement measures would be needed (separate to those
already agreed as part of the permission for the building).
Clarification regarding existing and proposed habitats would be
helpful to allow an assessment of potential impacts on
biodiversity.

Officer Comment: The application is for an agricultural building
to be used for livestock and would be constructed on an existing
area of hardstanding.
In these circumstances, given the
extremely limited biodiversity value of the site with no loss of
trees proposed, it is considered that the attachment of a
condition requiring the details of mitigation planting in order to
demonstrate no net loss in biodiversity and a limited net gain in
biodiversity is appropriate.
6.

REPRESENTATIONS

6.1

The occupiers of five neighbouring properties have been notified
of the application.

6.2

In addition, the site has been advertised by means of a site
notice.

6.3

One objection has been received raising the following
summarised points:
• The site is already overdeveloped and additional buildings will
make the site look like an industrial unit as opposed to a rural
farm.
• The scale of the development is inappropriate
• Views will be severely impacted and the building will be visible
from the road, the footpaths and the bridleway causing the
character of the area to change.
• The village benefits from tourism and the surrounding
countryside forms part of the attraction to visitors.
• Grassland should be protected
• It is doubtful that the building will be used for agricultural
purposes as it is not fit for purpose and does not address the
requirements for keeping cattle or other animals.

7.

ASSESSMENT

7.1

The main issues to consider in the determination of this
application are:
• the principle of development;
• the impact on the character and appearance of the area;
• the effect on the amenities;
• highways safety; and
• biodiversity.

Principle of Development
7.2

Planning permission is sought for the construction of an
agricultural shed to house livestock. The building measures 75m
by 24m and has a pitched roof. The purpose of the proposed
agricultural shed is to provide secure weatherproof
accommodation for livestock in winter and for lambing in spring.

The shed will also provide indoor accommodation for breeding
and for animals in need of care. In addition, hay and straw would
be stored in the building.
7.3

The proposed shed would be constructed of blockwork to a
height of 4m with profiled metal cladding above to an eaves
height of 6.5m. The roof is profiled aluminium sheeting to a ridge
height of 8.5m. The proposed building is sited a minimum of
13m to the east of the existing footpath.

7.4

For comparison purposes, the adjacent indoor play building is
112m in length with a ridge height of 8.8m.

7.5

Existing farm buildings are located adjacent to Houghton Hall to
the south west of the farmland. These will be retained for alpaca
husbandry. The main reason for the new building is due to the
expansion of the livestock on the farm to include sheep and
cattle.

7.6

In support of the application, the Applicant has stated that the
alpaca herd is one of the highest quality in Europe, with
numerous supreme champions being awarded over the last ten
years. In the last three years Houghton Hall Alpacas has won
four of the six alpaca supreme champions at the British Alpaca
Society National Show (with the UK championships being the
largest in Europe). The company is profitable due to significant
investment in high value stock and the use of embryotransplantation and superovulation to maintain and improve the
highest standards possible.

7.7

It is now proposed to breed sheep to the same high standards,
and it is for that reason that a new purpose-built structure is
required along with the objective of raising high quality cattle.

7.8

It is further pointed out that the construction of the landscape
bunds, required by condition 4 attached to planning permission
18/01742/FUL, effectives severs this plot of land from the
remaining open fields and paddocks to the south.

7.9

The Applicant confirms that there are no vacant buildings on the
farm.

7.10

The wider site already operates as, amongst other things, a
small tool & machinery storage and maintenance operation with
a number of structures in place including a large external storage
area. It is also though, as its name implies, part of the wider farm
enterprise. The proposal is for an agricultural building located on
land associated with the existing operational agricultural
business. Furthermore, it is an agricultural business that is
undeniably successful and the need for the new building is not
doubted.

7.11

The site is considered to be within the countryside, therefore
policy LP10 of the Local Plan to 2036 provides relevant guidance
and states that development in the countryside will be restricted
to the limited and specific opportunities as provided for in other
policies of this plan. Such a specific opportunity is set out in
Policy LP19 ‘Rural Economy’ of the Local Plan to 2036. This
states that a proposal for the expansion of an established
business within its existing operational site will be supported.

7.12

Policy LP 10 of the Local Plan to 2036 goes on to state that all
development in the countryside must:
a.
Seek to use land of lower agricultural value in preference
to land of higher agricultural value
i.
Avoiding the irreversible loss of the best and most
versatile agricultural land (Grade 1 to 3a) where possible
ii.
Avoiding Grade 1 agricultural land unless there are
exceptional circumstances where the benefits of the proposal
significantly outweigh the loss of land
b.
Recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the
countryside
c.
Not give rise to noise, odour, obtrusive light or other
impacts that would adversely affect the use and enjoyment of the
countryside by others

7.13

Policy HWNP1 of the Houghton and Wyton Neighbourhood Plan
March 2018 follows on from Policy LP10 stating that proposals
for development outside of the defined built up areas will be
acceptable where they comply with relevant policies for building
in the countryside.

7.14

The site is by definition within the open countryside. It is over
400m to the north of the village of Houghton and approximately
2.6km to the west of St Ives town centre with good links east
towards Huntingdon and the wider transport network.

7.15

As referred to above, Policy LP19 of the Local Plan to 2036
relates to the rural economy and supports the expansion of an
established industrial or rural business within its operational site
where it is demonstrated that:
• Opportunities to re-use existing buildings have been fully
explored and replacement or new build are only proposed where
it can be demonstrated that no suitable re-use opportunities are
available
• Any opportunities to make more efficient use of land within the
existing site boundary are not suitable for the proposed use
• It avoids the irreversible loss of the best and most versatile
agricultural land (Grade 1 to 3a) particularly Grade 1 where
possible and should use land of lower agricultural value in
preference to land of higher agricultural value
• The scale, character, and siting of the proposal will not have a
detrimental impact on its immediate surroundings and the wider
landscape

7.16

Having inspected the other buildings on the farm, it is considered
that the proposal accords with the above policy as there are no
suitable re-use opportunities available on site; the agricultural
land (Grade 2) is not lost to a non-agricultural use and
agricultural permitted development rights allow farmers to erect
agricultural buildings without the need for planning permission;
and it is not considered that the character and siting of the
proposal will have a detrimental impact on its immediate
surroundings and the wider landscape or on views in and out of
the area, as set out in policy HWNP15. These impacts on the
wider landscape, the character of the area and views in and out
of the area are addressed in more detail within the proceeding
section of this report.

7.17

Policy HWNP15 of the Houghton and Wyton Neighbourhood
Plan March 2018 states that proposals for new or expanding
businesses will be supported provided they are appropriate to
their rural setting and respect the character of the village, the
countryside and the wider landscape including views in and out
of the area. Any such use will need to ensure that its impact on
light, noise and air is acceptable.

7.18

Furthermore, the NPPF (2019) supports sustainable rural
developments that benefit businesses, communities and visitors
in rural areas, and which respect the character of the
countryside.

7.19

In this instance, the proposal is for an agricultural building to
meet the identified requirements of the agricultural holding. The
building is considered to be well screened and future
landscaping with further soften the impact that the building has.
As explained, agricultural permitted development rights allow a
smaller building to be erected that could, if oriented in a different
way, have a greater impact on views from the PROW. The site is
well related to other buildings on the site and is considered to
accord with policies LP10 and LP19 of the Local Plan and Policy
HWNP15 of the Houghton and Wyton Neighbourhood Plan.

7.20

It is considered that given the circumstances set out above, the
principle of development is considered acceptable. A condition is
recommended to ensure that the building is used solely for the
purposes of agriculture, such to accord with Policy LP19 of the
Local Plan to 2036 insofar as the proposal would form an
expansion of an existing agricultural enterprise.

Impact upon the character and appearance of the area
7.21

As set out above Policy HWNP15 of the Houghton and Wyton
Neighbourhood Plan supports the expansion of rural business
providing they are appropriate to their rural setting and respect

the character of the village, the countryside and wider landscape
including views in and out of the area.
7.22

Policy LP11 of the Local Plan to 2036 states that a proposal will
be supported where it is demonstrated that it responds positively
to its context. Policy LP12 states that new development will be
expected to be well designed and that a proposal will be
supported where it can be demonstrated that it contributes
positively to the area’s character and identity and successfully
integrates with adjoining buildings and landscape.

7.23

The locality of the application site is characterised by open
agricultural fields with some hedgerows and scattered
agricultural buildings, commercial buildings and dwellings.

7.24

The proposed building is smaller than the adjacent existing
indoor play building and lower in height that the building recently
approved under application 18/01742/FUL.

7.25

With regard to the impact of the proposal upon the surrounding
area, it is considered that the proposal will be only intermittently
visible from Sawtry Way. It will be far more visible from the
public footpath that runs adjacent to the site.

7.26

New Manor Farm contains several established buildings and the
site of the proposed buildings is well related to this complex of
buildings. The building will be seen in the context of the existing
and approved buildings on the site and the existing site
operations including the fields and paddocks to the south of the
site.

7.27

A landscaped bund to the south of the site has already been
required via condition attached to planning permission
18/01742/FUL. More landscaping has been recommended and it
is considered that as a result the proposed development would
not have any more than a minimal impact upon the character of
the area or on views in and out of the area. While the presence
of the building would be appreciated from the public footpath, it is
not considered that there would be any significant detrimental
effect upon the enjoyment of the footpath. Accordingly, the
proposal will not alter the overall character of the area, nor will
the proposal significantly harm the intrinsic beauty of the
countryside.

7.28

In terms of the comments from H&WPC regarding the overall
size of the building and its functionality in respect of the
proposed use, policy LP19 is permissive and allows for these
types of buildings in appropriate locations. Paragraph 6.19
which precedes Policy LP19 of the Local Plan to 2036 states that
the purpose of the policy is to promote a vibrant rural economy
within the districts extensive countryside to support businesses
with a genuine need to be located in the countryside, to assist

farms to maintain their viability and to set out the Council’s
approach to proposals for other businesses in the countryside.
Policy LP19 is not an exceptions policy so there is no
requirement to seek further clarification on the functionality of the
building.
7.29

To ensure that the character and appearance of the area is
protected, it is reasonable and necessary to impose conditions
on the application regarding landscaping, boundary treatment,
the colour of the blockwork and lighting.

7.30

In conclusion, it is not considered that the proposal will have any
significant harmful impact upon the rural character of the area.
Accordingly, the proposal is in accordance with Policy HWNP15
of the Houghton and Wyton Neighbourhood Plan, policies LP10
criterion (c), LP11, LP12 and LP19 of the Local Plan to 2036 and
paragraph 170(b) of the NPPF (2019).

Residential amenity
7.31

There are no residential properties within close proximity to the
application site, with the nearest residential properties are over
260m away to the north and over 250m away to the south.

7.32

Therefore, the proposal for a new agricultural building would
have no significant impact upon any neighbouring amenity.
Accordingly, the proposal complies with the Policy LP14 of the
Local Plan to 2036, Policy HWNP15 of the Houghton and Wyton
Neighbourhood Plan (March 2018) and paragraph 127 (f) of the
NPPF (2019).

Highway Safety
7.33

The site is currently accessed from the upgraded point of entry
on Sawtry Way. In addition, there is access via the fields and
paddocks to the south of the site.

7.34

Given the scale and nature of the proposal, the Applicant has
confirmed that the development would not lead to anything other
than minimal increases in vehicular activity.

7.35

It is considered that as the proposal does not involve any
significant increase in vehicle movements, there would be no
material impact on traffic or highway safety.

7.36

Cambridgeshire County Council Highways offer no objection to
the proposal on the basis of highways safety.

7.37

It is therefore considered that the proposal is acceptable in
highway safety terms and in accordance with Policy LP17 of the
Local Plan to 2036 and the NPPF (2019) in this regard.

Biodiversity
7.38

Policy LP30 of the Local Plan to 2036 outlines that a proposal
will be required to demonstrate that all potential adverse impacts
on biodiversity and geodiversity have been investigated. The
Policy goes on to outline that a proposal will be supported where
it will ensure no net loss in biodiversity and provide a net gain
where possible, through the planned retention, enhancement and
creation of habitats and wildlife features, appropriate to the scale,
type and location of development.

7.39

The application is not supported by any biodiversity information,
as highlighted by the Wildlife Trust. However, the site consists of
agricultural grassland which has a low ecological value. The
Wildlife Trust has confirmed that the necessary biodiversity gains
can be dealt with via condition.

7.40

As a condition requiring landscaping between the building and
the public footpath is proposed, it is considered that a net gain in
biodiversity will result from the development from the provision of
planting in accordance with Policy LP30 of the Local Plan to
2036 and paragraph 170 (d) of the NPPF (2019).

Conclusion
7.41

Having regard to applicable national, local and neighbourhood
planning policies it is considered that the proposal is a suitable
expansion of an existing agricultural operation within the
agricultural holding. Furthermore, the proposal has no significant
detrimental impact upon the character and appearance of the
area due to existing and proposed screening; has no detrimental
effect on the amenity of any neighbouring occupiers or a
significant detrimental impact on users of the public footpath due
to the nature of the building, separation distances and existing
and proposed screening and has no impact upon highways
safety due to the suitability of the access and the surrounding
road network. A net gain in biodiversity can also be secured
subject to conditions.

7.42

The proposed development is considered to be compliant with
the relevant national, local and neighbourhood planning policy as
the proposal:
* makes efficient use of the site;
* would lead to the suitable expansion of a business within its
operational site;
* would not have a harmful impact upon the character and
appearance of the area;
* would not have a significantly detrimental impact upon the
amenity of neighbours;
* would not have a harmful impact upon highway safety;
* would ensure no net loss and a net gain in biodiversity.

7.43

There are no other material planning considerations which have
a significant bearing on the determination of this application. For
these reasons, the proposal is considered to constitute
sustainable development and accords with the Development
Plan. There are no overriding material considerations that
indicate that permission should not be granted in this instance
and the application is therefore recommended for approval
subject to the stated planning conditions.

8.

RECOMMENDATION
APPROVAL subject to
conditions to include the following
• Time limit
• Materials and paint colour
• Landscaping including demonstrating no net loss in
biodiversity
• Boundary treatments
• Lighting
• Surface water drainage
• Details of lighting
• Highways conditions – including access, site layout, drainage
measures

If you would like a translation of this document, a large text version or
an audio version, please contact us on 01480 388388 and we will try to

CONTACT OFFICER:
Enquiries about this report to Tim Hartley Senior Development
Management Officer 01480 388829

Development Management Committee
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